
InList’s Michael Capponi, Gideon Kimbrell and
Jason Binn Host  their  2cd Anniversary Art
Basel Party presented by Stoli
MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, December 7, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- InList’s Michael
Capponi, Gideon Kimbrell, and Jason Binn Host the Kick-off of Miami Beach’s Art Basel with 2-Year
Anniversary Party presented by Stoli

Link to Images & Videos:
https://worldredeye.com/2016/11/inlists-2nd-anniversary-art-basel-celebration-presented-by-stoli-at-
mana-wynwood/  

http://www.gettyimages.com/search/events/684988457?excludenudity=true&sort=&phrase=&family=e
ditorial

https://youtu.be/bzvZbTEM03U

InList’s Michael Capponi, Gideon Kimbrell, and Jason Binn Host the Kick-off of Miami Beach’s Art
Basel with their 2-Year Anniversary Party celebrating Moishe Mana’s Birthday presented by Stoli.
After last year's event was heralded as one of the best events in Miami for Art Basel, the party was
held again at MANA Wynwood, a unique raw space and sound stage in Wynwood that has been host
to major productions while fostering the arts. Attendees danced the night away, while listening to
sounds from DJ Arlette Carlin & Dor Dekel and watched high fashion circus, Kikimora Studio. Guests
also enjoyed light bites provided by Da Tang Unique and signature cocktails from Stoli.

WHO:              
Michael Capponi and Gideon Kimbrell along with friends Moishe Mana, Jason Binn, Marc Bell,
Sammy Sosa, Astrid Bavaresco, Chris Paciello, Eric Milon, Mehmet Bayraktar,  George Wallner,
Anaclaudia Melhado, Yunexy Eloy, Antonio Misuraca, Christian Jagodzinski, and more. 

WHEN:       
Wednesday November 30, 2016 
9PM-2AM

WHERE:     
MANA WYNWOOD
318 NW 23rd St
Miami, FL 33127

About InList
InList is a mobile app providing exclusive access around the globe to the top nightclubs, restaurants
and experiences. InList curates the hottest events and venues nightly in cities spanning New York,
Miami, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Aspen, London, Paris, Milan, St. Tropez, Ibiza, Stockholm, Moscow,
Tel Aviv, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Bali, Sao Paulo, Monte Carlo, Sydney, Hong Kong, Punta del Este, and
St. Barths. InList is utilized as a best-in-class booking platform and travel guide, allowing its members
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to book tables, get access and purchase tickets to exclusive events with an in-app concierge at their
fingertips. 

VIP members can also utilize InList Access, a special events section that offers an opportunity to
seamlessly purchase tickets for coveted experiences such as championship sporting events, awards
shows, charity galas, worldwide music festivals, and more. The app's reservation platform makes
booking upscale nightlife and special event reservations easier than ever. Currently, the app
recommends over 350 exclusive venues across its 45 cities. Founders Michael Capponi and Gideon
Kimbrell have assembled a worldwide network of top club owners and promoters, including Mark
Baker, Roger Michael, David Koskievic, Roman Fortunato, Marc Jay and Luciano Mancini, who assist
with the curation process and assure each reservation goes off without a hitch. Since launching in
2014, InList's prestigious global events have been attended by Katie Holmes, Leonardo DiCaprio,
Adrien Brody, Lenny Kravitz, Brooklyn Decker, Paris Hilton, DJ Alesso and Jamie Foxx.  InList has
been featured in InTouch Weekly, Elite Traveler, Maxim Online, Forbes, Wall Street Journal,
Mashable, TechCrunch.

About MANA Wynwood
Mana Wynwood started with the vision of transforming Wynwood into an international culture hub for
the Americas. Within the past few years the operation has expanded to include major productions
while fostering the arts community. Our focus on cultural entrepreneurship, and real estate
rehabilitation for one of Miami’s most promising emerging neighborhoods, has proven to have a
significant impact.
Mana Wynwood has brought together key assets in the District to host major events during Art Basel,
Winter Music Conference, and every month during the Wynwood Art Walk. With ideal event venues
and unique properties for lease, our portfolio is stacked with over 30 acres of property in the
burgeoning Arts District. 

About Da Tang Unique
Da Tang Unique was founded by Dr. Shanjie Li, the CEO of American Da Tang Group,
as a Hidden Gem in the Heart of Brickell. 

The restaurant’s Chef, Shaohua Xue, previously of Phillipe Chow, infuses the essence of 
Chinese Cuisine, 5000 years of culture with a fusion of flavor inspired by the international 
community of Miami.

About Kikimora Studio – High Fashion Circus 
Inspired by mystical creatures from eastern European fairy tales of powerful beautiful women living in
the forests, Olga Saretsky has created one of a kind, fantastically imagined, elegant and upscale
costumed performances often referred to as High Fashion Circus. These immensely inventive acts
utilize highly skilled and uniquely qualified performers who transform their costumes into living art. 
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